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Spirits Rising

practical use in the late Forties.

Catch the spirit of sailing in a Spindrift
One Designs boat. Perhaps you already
know of the famed "Rebel," a 16-foot
racer/cruiser, a world-renowned fiberglass one design. She's the backbone
and pride of the Spindrift One Designs
fleet. Her designer, Ray Greene, set a
whole new standard for sailboat construction when he put fiberglass into

Greene ranks among the legendary
designers of what" Sail" magazine calls
the "breakthrough boats." More than
any other designs, such boats have h.ad
a major impact on sport sailing. They're
proven performers. And performance
means challenge, excitement, and just
plain fun. Spindrift One Designs offer
you two of these breakthrough boats:

Day Sailer I, designed by England's Uffa
Fox and Olympian George O'Day in
1963, and Rhodes 19, the rugged racer
from the genius of Philip Rhodes.
Add to these the incredible Rebel and
14-foot Rascal, refined for the 80's by
John S. Barnett. All together, with the
popular cabin-designed Mariner, they
make up the snappy 14 thru 19-foot fleet
known as Spindrift One Designs.
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Call our Spindrift One Designs the "new
classics" for all the added touches of
style, color and splash that intensify
your sailing experience.

Safety is one area you must consider
carefully, so don't hesitate to drill your
Spindrift
One Designs Dealer for
answers. And by all means, compare.
We stand up to the most rigorous tests
of quality, safety and performance.

Outside, we've washed our boats with
bright rainbow colors and optional
striped-up sails that are pure summertime. Snap-to with a crisp, nautical
white or make a splash with shiny, situp-and-take-notice color. Melon. Blue.
Tangerine. Color options vary with the
Spindrift
One Designs model you
choose.

The sail is, of course, the primary source
of power for any sailboat. Yet many
manufacturers will produce a quality
craft, then cut costs by including a low
quality, foreign made sail package. Only
too soon, the buyer is replacing the sails.

We've appointed each Spindrift One
Designs model with many safety and
performance features we consider vital
on every boat we build. Then we considered the purpose behind each model
and added unique pleasure and designer features. As you look closely at
Spindrift
One Designs,
note the
fineness in the finish, hardware and appointments. You'll appreciate knowing
that quality doesn't have to cost more.
We strive for an element of quality not
found in any other small one design
sailboat line in America. Find it in
the strong, easy-rescuing hull, the
hand-laid
fiberglass,
the superior
weight-savings
and shock-absorbing
benefits of new materials such as
coremat, micro-balloons and end-grain
balsa, which make Spindrift
One

Sailpower Part Of The Price

Designs
classics.

unique

among

the

new

Safety A Constant Priority
Before you select any sailboat, look
beyond the beautiful exterior to make
sure the boat is, one, going to last and,
two, safe enough to carry even small
children with confidence.
Every Spindrift One Designs boat meets
or exceeds all safety and class association requirements placed upon it. You'll
appreciate the foam flotation in the
mast that helps prevent turtling. The
positive flotation under seats and in
bow are vital when you're caught in a
rugged chop and taking on water from
sea or rain.

But on a Spindrift One Designs boat,
the sails that come with the boat are the
best quality you'll find just about
anywhere. We work in tandem with our
own sailmaker, Spindrift Sails.
For you, that means the price of a
Rascal, Rebel, Day Sailer I, Rhodes 19
or Mariner includes a sail package that
has been designed for each specific
model, sewn and tested to assure top
performance under actual sailing and
racing condition.
The colors are vibrant - true and fast.
And when you need repairs, we'll zip
them up for you, easily, through your
Spindrift One Designs Dealer.
Spindrift Sails are included with pride,
as standard equipment,
on every
Spindrift One Designs boat we build.

Meeting Your Needs

Sailors Prove Our Popularity

There is an important checklist of questions you will want to take with you
when you're seeking just the right
sailboat for your needs. Some, the
dealer can answer. Others, you must
answer yourself.

Manypeoplewho, today, maketheirliving sailing cut their teeth on a Rebel.
And just like Rebel, all other Spindrift
One Designs continue to enjoy outstanding market acceptance. The popularity of their class associations bears
this out.

Is it for how many people? What kind of
waters will you be sailing? Are your
interests in cruising or racing or both?
Will you moor or trailer the boat? How
close are you to fleets of the model that
catches your interest?

2. Free side stays, and secure, asshown.

It's a good bet your Spindrift One
Designs Dealerwill help you make some
of these important decisions. He knows
your local area, and has probably sailed
it himself.

Sailboats with active class associations
tend to enjoy continued popularity,
enhancing their resale value. Spindrift
One Designs have a tradition of well-run
class activities for every model. They
sponsor sailing events, regional and national championships, regattas, member sailing fleets, and a periodic
newsletter. Your Spindrift One Designs
Dealer can give you specific information
on the class association for the model
you choose.

Finally, before you commit your heart
and your money to a sailboat, make sure
you can give her a test sail. Feel out the
handleability and responsiveness of the
craft. If she's for family sailing, test her
with the entire family aboard. See if the
helm is balanced. Does she tack easily?
How about the ease of sail adjustments
and centerboard control?
Apply all your senses to this try-out experience and make sure you really feel
good about your decision to buy.

3. Raise mast to vertical position and insert second mast hinge pin in forward
tabernacle holes.

Rigging's Easy ...
So's Trailering
Spindrift
One Designs have been
engineered to rig in minutes. We know
how you feel when the urge to take to
the water rises. Because we're sailors
ourselves. We don't waste your time
with complicated details.
An example of good design sense is evident in the mast stepping procedure.
See how easy it is for just one person to
rig the Rascal or Day Sailer I:
4. Free and secure forestay, as shown,
to complete mast stepping. Raise your
sails, and you're ready to go!
Every Spindrift One Designs boat is
trailerable. As generous as they are in
size, both Mariner and Rhodes 19 will
follow nicely to your chosen water
playground. Rascal, Rebel, and Day
Sailer I, trailer lightly even behind a subcompact car.
1. Insert mast hinge pin in afttabernacle
holes.

Class associations arose out of friendly
meetings of sailing folks who met to
race or simply swap sailing stories.
Soon they formalized their gatherings,
setting up more rigid activities, and
associations evolved.

When you're ready, your Spindrift One
Designs sailboat isn't far behind.

Contact Your Spindrift One
Designs Dealer
Your Spindrift One Designs Dealer is
dedicated to assuring the pleasure of
your sailing experience. He carries a
complete line of parts and accessories
and can provide you with answers to
most of your sailing questions. Put your
sights on a Spindrift One Designs sailboat. For starters, simply turn the page.
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Lithe, Capable
Mini-Cruiser
The 19-foot Mariner is a stretch of a sailer
that day cruises nicely with up to six
adults aboard. For four, she's an ideal
family weekender with plenty of amenities to enhance her nautical finesse.
Launch her on an inland stir or salty
coastal breeze. Then turn her sails to the
wind ... and go for it!
Under sail, Mariner is borne on the
wind. Make her the ultimate sailing experience you seek. And set your sights
on Xanadu.

J

Repeat Performances
Over 18 years, Mariner has gained a
reputation as a true and tested one
design. She's rigged to give you easy day
sailing or slick racing action. Find high
performance specials like quick release
cam cleats for main and jib, stainless
steel turnbuckles and Dacron® halyards, plus our own Spindrift Sails of
finest quality Dacron® flying her mast.
All standard.
Handle the sheets easily from the safety
of the cockpit. The centerboard is just
right for shoal draft cruising and easy
trailering.
If you really want to let 'er run, opt for
the spinnaker package which includes
the generous, wind-catching sail.

For sail power, cast off with 185 square
feet of Spindrift Sails up and ready to
catch the wind. Increase performance,
then, by raising the optional genoa,
adding another 106 square feet of sail
area. The genoa will help you remain
under sail, even when all you see are
cat's paws on the water. It's also an
ideal power booster when you're sailing
among larger boats.
When the wind is behind you, you'll be
glad you opted for the big, colorful
spinnaker sail and gear designed just
for Mariner. Also consider the optional boom vang, a main sail shaping
feature, stablizing the foot for maximum performance.

Good Times Afloat
Within Mariner's lockable sailor's cabin
are provisions for carefree weekend sailing. Full size sleeping berths for
four feature two forward and two
quarter berths extending under the
cockpit seats.

Mariner trailers cleanly, too. If you plan
to haul her to a variety of sailing sites,
you will want to specify the optional
trailering package. Mariner also is provisioned for an optional portable selfcontained head.

Compactly designed, Mariner provides
unusually generous storage and shelves
for gear and supplies. Yet she gives
you an 8 Yz foot yawn of a cockpit with
plenty of leg space for everyone aboard.
A built-in insulated ice-box keeps ice
ready for cocktails, helps meet your
needs for weekend meals.
For cool, romantic night cruising,
there's an optional package for running
lights.
Mariner comes standard with four portholes, two of which open. All four opening ports may well be a desirable option
if you plan to spend considerable time
for weekend cruising.
Even though she's a big boat, Mariner is
easy to rig and features a tabernacled
mast for smooth stepping.

Mariner Specifications
Length Overall
19 ft. 2 in.
Length Waterline
17 ft. 9 in.
Beam
7 ft.
Draft
Centerboard Up ..
10 in.
Centerboard Down
. .4 ft. 11 in.
Total Sail Area
185 sq. ft.
Seating
6 adults
Trailering Weight
1,200 Ibs.
Mast Height
.24 ft. 11 in.
Mast Ht. Above Water .... 29 ft. *

Safety First And Last
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For safety, Mariner not only meets but
exceeds MORC self-righting requirements when the centerboard is down.
She instills confident
sailing with
features like lightweight balsa in her
deck, coremat coring in her hull, extra
fiberglass in high stress areas, and foam
flotation in mast to help prevent turtling.
You'll find a complete list of standard
features on the last inside page of this
brochure. Look it over carefully; compare with other sailboats of Mariner's
size ... and larger! She'sa lot of cruiser
for the money.
* Approximate

height above water

CRflODfS19
Rugged, Handsome,
Comfortable
The Rhodes 19 offers speed and comfort unparalleled in a boat her size. Sleek
and fast, she's a spirited competitor, enjoying one of the largest classes in the
country. You'll find Rhodes 19 fleets
coast to coast. Hawaii, too.

Ready In Any Weather
The Rhodes 19 is a practical craft with
plenty of room to stow all your gear,
supplies and sails in the cabin, away
from weather or salty air.
Six, even eight people, can sit in
the roomy cockpit. And her neat cuddy
cabin will provide snug sleeping for
two overnight.
For handleability, the Rhodes 19 is a
breeze. Command all lines easily from
inside the cockpit, while you sit tight
and dry.

headsail helps keep crew requirements
down, a 3,4 rig foretriangle, and adjustable fitted sheet leads give more efficient slot effect between the main and jib
when sailing on the wind. The optional
spinnaker offers excellent off wind sailing, yet the skipper plus one can handle
the whole rig.
Black hardcoat mast and boom and
wood trim punctuate the nautical beauty
of the Rhodes 19.
Durability is key to Rhodes' popularity
While she's available with a centerboard
for more shallow water areas, her keel
model provides extra stability in the
more rough and windy coastal waters.
Her winning of the One-of-a-Kind
Heavy Weather Regatta attests to her
feisty, rugged ability. Yet she's a classic
day sailer, too.
her high spirits appeased by the call of a lazy day.

In addition to her exceptional stability,
the Rhodes 19 shrugs off heavy weather
thanks to her myriad safety features.
They include foam flotation under
seats, in bow and in mast; built-in rub
rails, stainless steel rigging with
swagged terminals; heavy duty aluminum rudder cheeks; through-bolted
mooring and stern cleats. The centerboard model additionally features a
kickup rudder for ease of entry onto
beach areas.

For Fast Action,
Rhodes 19 Performs
As a performer, Rhodes.19 is assisted by
such standard features as ball-bearing
blocks, qu ick-release cam cleats for
main and jib sheets, traveler, and
Kenyon tapered spar on keel model.
For competition, Rhodes has the sail
equipment you need. A moderately sized

If you favor the challenge of sailing in a
not-so-sympathetic sea, the Rhodes 19
will give you the adventure and performance you desire.
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Rhodes 19 Specifications
Length Overall
Length Waterline
Beam ..
Draft
Centerboard Up
Centerboard Down
Keel Model
Total Sail Area
Seating
Trailering Weight
Centerboard Model
Keel Model
Mast Height
Mast Ht. Above Water

19 ft. 2 in.
17 ft. 8 in.
7ft.
10 in.
.4 ft. 11 in.
3 ft. 3 in.
175 sq. ft.
6 adults
1,000 Ibs.
1,240 Ibs.
25 ft.
26 ft.'

Choosing Keel
Or Centerboard
The Rhodes 19 keel model is especially
suited to coastal waters. With excellent
stability, she handles leisure cruising
and heavy weather sailing with equal
confidence. Keel model is trailerable.
With an adjustable centerboard, the
Rhodes 19 will give you optimum performance, both to windward and when
running. Centerboard model trailers
neatly and is easy to launch.
• Approximate

height above water
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Popular, Manageable,
The Original

Day Sailer I Specifications
Length Overall
Length Waterline
Beam
Draft
Centerboard Up .
Centerboard Down
Total Sail Area
Seating
Trailering Weight
MastHeight
MastHt. AboveWater

Whether slicing through a coastal chop
or planing across inland waters, Day
Sailer I easily handles whatever Ma
Nature dishes up for the day. But, when
you get right down to basics, all that
really matters is that exciting combination of you, the wind and a good boat.
The original Day Sailer I, has been the

16 ft. 9 in.
16 ft.
6 ft. 3 in.
7 in.
3 ft. 9 in.
145 sq. ft.
6 adults
525 Ibs.
25ft. 1 in.
28 ft.'

choice for over 18 years for all-around
sailing enjoyment. She's a swift racer.
She's a fine day cruiser. An ideal sloop
for the larger family.
Between England's Uffa Fox and Olympian George O'Day, they created a sailing craft that yields unquestionably
superb response and easy planing.
Designed-in
features
include high
freeboard and sharp entry bow for dry
sailing; cuddy cabin with two forward
lockers;
kickup
rudder for easy
beaching; contour molded seats, a
molded-in ice box, and allover easy
maintenance features.
Her safety group includes 13 major safety appointments that provide you with a
stable, secure boat sailable by two, even
when combining her 145 square feet of
sailpower with the optional spinnaker .

With one of the largest and most active
class associations in North America,
Day Sailer I offers you a different
pleasure and a different thrill each time
you take to water. Make your first experience soon.
• Approximate

height above water

<Rf8fL
Swift, Spirited,
Forgiving

Rebel Mark IV Specifications
Length Overall
LengthWaterline
Beam
Draft
Centerboard Up
Centerboard Down
TotalSailArea
Main
Jib
Seating
Trailering Weight
Mast Height
Mast Ht. Above Water

16 ft. 1 in.
15 ft. 10 in.
6 ft. 6 in.
6 in.
3 ft. 4 in.
166 sq. ft.
120 sq. ft.
46 sq. ft.
6 adults
675 Ibs.
24 ft.
26 ft. *

Rebel is a 16-foot sloop that has earned
her reputation as a classic sailboat with
35 years of sailing experience behind her.
Universally acclaimed, Rebel is equally
suited to inland lakes and salty bays.

New additions to her classic design give
Rebel a style that's uniquely her own.
Make the new classic Rebel uniquely
vour own. She's a winner all the way.

She responds with superb maneuverability, maintaining exceptional balance
through fast tacks and tight turns.

There's nothing quite like the thrill of a
race. Feel the excitement as you stea Ithe
wind, leaving the others behind in a misty
spray. Your boat is so game, she nearly
leaps for the finish line. Rebel is a family
racer, and many that ran the nationals
last year were family-crewed.

But for all her high performance features,
Rebel is almost as happy day cruising as
she is racing. Take her on a picnic! Rebel
seats up to eight. Her generous storage
under the foredeck will take plenty of
supplies and gear.
Rebel's hand-laid fiberglass exterior and
other easy maintenance features make
her a carefree sailer. She'll go where the
action is, trailering easily behind even a
sub-compact car .
• Approximate

height above water

Rascal Specifications
Length Overall
LengthWaterline
Beam
Draft
Centerboard Up
Centerboard Down
Total Sail Area
Main
Jib
Seating
Trailering Weight.
MastHeight
Mast Ht. Above Water

Earn your sailing stripes on a Rascal,
and enjoy confident handling from the
start. Rascal tacks and turns at the
simplest of gestures. She'll glide on the

easiest breeze or travel swiftly,
lessly through hard surf.

effort-

But while even a youngster can sail her,
Rascal is anything but child's play. Her
appointments are grand; we've gone a
bit lavish on quality, because for 20
years we've been sailing the special
moments you and Rascal will share.

14 ft. 5 in.
13 ft. 10 in.
6 ft.
4 in.
3 ft.
140 sq. ft.
100 sq. ft.
40sq. ft.
4adults
375 Ibs.
24 ft.
26 ft.'

don't overlook her rugged, yet resilient,
construction and safety features: foam
flotation under seats, in bow and mast;
self-rescuing ability; excellent stability
at mooring; a recessed foredeck.
Rascal will easily esteem herself as a
new classic - the one you'll choose for
your first sailing experience.

On the practical side are her carefree
hand-laid fiberglass hull and nonskid
deck, enclosed bow locker and lockable
aft storage, plus low maintenance
Dacron® Spindrift Sails and running
rigging; stainless steel hardware fittings; rich wood trim.
Rascal's 18-pound mast makes her a
snap to rig and launch. She trailers neatly behind even a sub-compact car.
But for as fine and free as Rascal is,
* Approximate

height above water
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Your Local Spindrift One Designs And Sail Dealer
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Spindrift One Designs
1220 Tallevast

Rd., Tallevast,

FL 33588: (813) 355-8455
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